WORLD
JOB
BANK
Exclusive to NAPR Members

Benefits Include:

GAIN ACCESS

SAVE TIME

MAXIMIZE

to unique candidates via the most
cost-effective job board in the
industry (50% savings on average
for similar job boards!)

and hassle with a user-friendly
platform

your jobs' visibility through our
investment with job aggregators

FEATURES
Search from a wide selection of CVs.
Set up real-time candidate alerts.
Post jobs for Physicians and Advanced
Practice Clinicians for one price.
Take advantage of candidate matching
technology for posted jobs.
Incur no additional charges for credit
card use (unlike other sites).
Enjoy free job bulk upload.

HEAR WHAT
OTHERS ARE
SAYING:
Scott Edwards
CEO & Co-Founder
Adaptive Medical Partners

“In the last two years, we have
been able to put together an
impressive resume using the
World Job Bank, with
10 placements in our joint
efforts.

BY THE NUMBERS
30,000+ Candidates
Average of 300 New Clinician Registrations

It has proven to be an
invaluable tool, allowing us to
place various specialties
from a full-spectrum family
practice physician with
obstetrics to an interventional
cardiologist, just last month.
NAPR has greatly aided in the
growth and success of Adaptive
Medical Partners.“

Per Month
16,000+ Page Views Per Month
350+ Individual Visitors Search World Job
Bank Postings Each Month

It has proven to
be an
invaluable tool,
allowing us to
place various
specialties...

Juliette Talley
Physician Marketing Analyst
The Medicus Firm

Katalin Sarkozy
Director of Operations
Optimum Permanent Placement Services

“The World Job Bank is actually
one of my favorite boards that
we use in terms of ease of use.

“We recently registered for the World Job Bank and I can
confidently say we are impressed!

Everything is straight forward,
and I don’t feel like I’m jumping
through hoops every time I
attempt to access a candidate’s
information as opposed to
many other boards.”

The site is easy to navigate, requiring little to no training. There
are a good amount of new candidates each week. We receive a
weekly digest of new registrants that includes their specialty and
geographic interest.
Our recruiters speak to candidates every week and we are
actively working with three currently. I would highly
recommend adding the World Job Bank as a great resource for
sourcing candidates."

ANNUAL RATES
The World Job Bank is the most cost-effective job board in the industry
and our subscribers claim the lowest cost-per-placement compared to
other job boards.
We invest significantly with job aggregators to sponsor your World Job
Bank jobs to increase your jobs' visibility.

1 - 3 RECRUITERS

4 - 6 RECRUITERS

7 - 15 RECRUITERS

16 - 30 RECRUITERS

31 - 50 RECRUITERS

51+ RECRUITERS
&
NATIONAL HEALTH
SYSTEMS

$1,500

$2,000

$2,500

$3,000

$3,750

$4,500

